Location problems with Q (in general con icting) criteria are considered. After reviewing previous results of the authors dealing with lexicographic and Pareto location the main focus of the paper is on max-ordering locations. In these location problems the worst of the single objectives is minimized. After discussing some general results (including reductions to single criterion problems and the relation to lexicographic and Pareto locations) three solution techniques are introduced and exempli ed using one location problem class, each: The direct approach, the decision space approach and the objective space approach. In the resulting solution algorithms emphasis is on the representation of the underlying geometric idea without fully exploring the computational complexity issue. A further specialization of max-ordering locations is obtained by introducing lexicographic max-ordering locations, which can be found e ciently. The paper is concluded by some ideas about future research topics related to max-ordering location problems.
Multicriteria Location Problems
In this paper we study location problems which are subject to Q -possibly con ictingobjective functions f 1 ; : : :; f Q . More precisely, any feasible location x (denoted x 2 F in the following) is assigned a vector f(x) = (f 1 (x); : : :; f Q (x)) in IR Q . We will assume throughout that the single objectives are of the Location problems of this type have only been studied recently in their full generality (e.g. HN93] and HN96]) while only special cases with speci c choices of f q ; q = 1; : : : ; Q were considered previously ( Pla95] ).
In order to nd a \best" location x 2 F, i.e.
f(x ) = min x2F f(x) we need to be able to compare vectors in IR Q . In this section we will brie y review some results for the lexicographic and component-wise ordering which will be helpful in dealing with max-ordering location problems discussed in detail in Section 2. Section 3 will then describe three solution strategies for solving max-ordering location problems, each exempli ed in a speci c problem class. The paper is concluded by summarizing the results and a discussion of related ongoing research.
If we compare vectors by the lexicographic ordering i.e.
f(x) < lex f(y) , f p (x) < f p (y) for p = minfq : f q (x) 6 = f q (y)g; the lexicographic location problem lexmin x2F f(x) can be solved by iteratively nding the set F q of all optimal locations of the single objective location problem with respect to objective f q and feasibility set If there exists an optimal location x q 2 argminff q (x) : x 2 IR 2 g such that x q 2 F q?1 , then F q := argminff q (x) : x 2 IR 2 g \ F q?1 : Otherwise nd a level z and a level set L q (z) := fx 2 IR 2 : f q (x) zg such that L q (z) \ F q?1 6 = ; and z is minimal with this property.
Obviously, the second part of this procedure is just a reformulation of the restricted location problem, but it is very useful to implement a geometric approach replacing the search methods already sketched in Francis and White ( FW74] ) by polynomial time algorithms ( HN95], Nic95]).
As an example we consider in Figure 1 .1 1=P= =l 1 =2 ? P lex . Following the classi cation of Ham92], Ham95]), HN96] and HN94] this is the problem of nding 1 new facility in the plane, with no special constraints, with respect to the rectilinear distance d(Ex m ; x) = l 1 (Ex m ; x) = ja m 1 ? x 1 j + ja m 2 ? x 2 j, and 2 median type objective functions. For network location problems (i.e. F = set of points in a graph, Ex m = nodes of the graph, m = 1; : : : ; M; d = shortest path distance) the problem reduces to nding in a given nite set of vectors the subset of those which are lexicographically minimal. Obviously, this is trivial if the sequence 1; : : : ; Q of the objective functions is xed. This can, however, also be done in polynomial time if lexicographically minimal vectors are sought for all permutations (1); : : : ; (Q) ( HNL96] ). The latter observation becomes important as starting point to nd all Pareto locations, i.e. minimizers of f(x) = (f 1 (x); : : :; f Q (x)) with respect to the component-wise ordering. A Pareto location does not allow for another location y 2 F such that f(y) < comp f(x), i.e. f q (y) f q (x) 8q = 1; : : : ; Q and f p (y) < f p (x) for at least one p 2 f1; : : :; Qg: 3 (an x-dominating location). Pareto locations can be characterized using level sets, which were already introduced above, and level curves de ned by L q = (z) := fx 2 IR 2 : f q (x) = zg: Theorem 1.1. Let x 2 F be a feasible location and let z q := f q (x) 8q = 1; : : : ; Q:
Then, x is a Pareto location if and only if
( 
Max-Ordering Location Problems
In this paper the main focus will be on max-ordering (MO) location problems which are optimal locations with respect to the max-ordering de ned by f(x) MO f(y) :, maxff 1 (x); : : :; f Q (x)g maxff 1 (y); : : :; f Q (y)g
The problem min MO f(x) which minimizes the worst of the objective values is used in conservative planning and robust optimization KY97]. In location theory it has not been investigated in any depth so far. In general optimization it is also known as min-max optimization (e.g. Du95] and references therein) or as max-linear optimization ( CHMM93] , HR94]) problem. We will use the notion of max-ordering location problem introduced in 2 Independent of any special structure the MO location problem may often be very simple to solve. This is, for instance, the case if one of the objective functions is decisively worse than the others.
Theorem 2.3. Let Opt q be the set of optimal locations for the single objective location problem min x2F f q (x) and let z q be the corresponding optimal objective value, q = 1; : : : ; Q: If there exists some x q 2 Opt q such that for all p = 1; : : : ; Q f p (x q ) z q (2.3) then x q is an MO location with objective value f(x q ) = z q = z MO :
The assumption of Theorem 2.3 implies that both inequalities above can be reversed such that we obtain f q (x q ) = z q = z MO 
holds for any location x we obtain for any MO location x MO min x2F f( ; x) f( ; x MO ) Q max q=1 f q (x MO ) = z MO Hence max 2 min x2F f( ; x) z MO (2.6) which improves the lower bound of (2.5).
The set of Pareto locations, Opt Par is often large and a decision has to be made, which of the Pareto locations to choose. On the other hand MO locations, which are preferable from the point of view of conservative planning, are not always Pareto locations. One possibility to solve this dilemma is making use of part c) of Theorem 2.2, which states that there are always solutions which are both MO and Pareto locations. For Q > 2 the idea of max-ordering can be iterated, i.e. among all MO solutions one is chosen, which minimizes the second largest objective value and so on. Let x be a location and f(x) the corresponding objective value vector. Let sort(f(x)) be a permutation of the components of f(x) in nondecreasing order, i.e. sort(f(x)) 1 : : : sort(f(x)) Q : Location x is said to be lexicographic max-ordering (lex-MO) optimal, or a lex-MO location, if sort(f(x)) lex sort(f(y)) 8y 2 F: 3 Solution strategies for MO location problems
In this section three strategies for solving MO location problems are presented and exempli ed with a speci c location problem, respectively.
3.1 Direct Approach: 1=P= =l The approach is exempli ed in the problem 1=P= = pol =2? P MO considered already at the end of Section 1 in its Pareto version. As we have seen there, Opt Par is a chain connecting the two sets of lexicographically optimal locations by edges and cells of the grid graph (see 
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The determination of an index q has to be adapted to the problem at hand. Let us consider, for instance, 1=P= = pol =Q ? P lex?MO . The set of MO locations can be found as described above. Furthermore, it is known that the plane can be partitioned into cells, where the objective functions are linear, see Nic95] . If the cell partition of Opt MO is known we can exploit linearity of the objective functions to easily check which of the objectives is constant on Opt MO . The generic algorithm actually exhibits one important property of lex-MO locations: If the value of one objective function is known for an optimal solution (f q (x) = z MO in this case) then only the remaining ones have to be considered for optimization where f q (x) = z MO is used as an additional constraint. This property is called reduction property in Ehr97] . The same reference also shows that, together with the fact that lex-MO solutions are always MO solutions, the reduction property is characteristic for lex-MO optimization problems.
3.3 Objective Space Approach: 1=G= =d(G; V)=2 ? P MO In one way, this approach is similar to the one in subsection 3.2: First the set of Pareto locations is computed, albeit in this instance of a location problem without using level curves and level sets. But then the space of objective values is investigated to determine a MO location x MO .
The network location problem which is used as an example to show the approach is de ned as follows: G is an undirected graph with node set V and edge set E. to an exponential algorithm considering all permutations of (1; : : : ; Q): However, we will show that the problem can be solved e ciently by an objective space approach. As described in Section 3.3 the objective functions are concave on each edge of the network.
In fact, they are piecewise linear with at most jVj breakpoints corresponding to bottleneck points, see HNL96]. Therefore, on each edge, the objective functions can be determined in O(QjVj log jVj):
Note that, due to (2.7), only edges possibly containing Pareto points have to be considered in the following. We rst solve the max-ordering location problem. 
Approach 2:
Since there exist at most jVj breakpoints of the objectives on each edge (the breakpoints can only occur at bottleneck points, and these are independent of the speci c weights), we can subdivide this edge into smaller intervals and solve min x max q f q (x) on each of these intervals, where all objectives are linear. This is equivalent to solving minz z f q ((e; t)) q = 1; : : : ; Q t 2 t i ; t j ] where 0 = t 1 : : : t K = 1 and K jVj. These linear programs in two variables can be solved in time linear in the number of constraints, i.e. O(Q), see Meg82] . Finding the smallest of the optimal solutions is not worse than O(jVj) and the comparison of all the candidates is the same as in Approach 1. Hence we have a total of O(maxfQjVj; jEjQ log Qg) for this algorithm.
Conclusions and Further Research
In this paper basic results for lexicographic and Pareto location problems were reviewed. Max-ordering location problems were introduced and some general results were proved. Three solution strategies, the direct approach, the decision space approach, and the objective space approach where shown to nd the set Opt MO of MO locations e ciently. An area of multicriteria location theory which is immediately motivated by this paper is one where vector-valued locations are subject to an additional norm. That is, we look for a location x such that k(f 1 (x); : : :; f Q (x))k is minimized. MO problems are special cases of this, more general, model where the norm is the Tchebyche norm. The objective space approach of Section 3.3 can obviously immediately be carried over to this more general approach. General results for these types of location problem are under research. Another topic is the determination of other location problems which have the reduction property. As in lex-MO location problems in the planar case this property may be exploited to design e cient algorithms.
